
THE MEDIA : TV, PRESS, RADIO, COMPUTER (INTERNET/CYBERSPACE) 
 
broadcast a programme 
channel / What's on the channel?/ switch to another channel 
entertainment: comedy show, documentary (on air pollution), game show, sitcom, soap 
                            opera, serial, thriller, commercials/advertising, weather forecast, quiz, survey 
                            interview, live programme,  
influence – Kids are easily influenced by TV.   / influence on … 
watch / listen to / turn on / turn off / record a movie / present a show / receive / provide 
be impressed / be disappointed / be scared/frightened / be embarrassed / be interested in … 
be keen on … / be addicted to … / my favourite channel … / I'd like to watch …, because … 
famous/popular: actor / actress / producer 
audience / viewer 
message 
make sense 
character of programmes: very/quite/a bit/not very: informative, funny, entertaining, 
thrilling, violent, brutal, cruel, exciting, gripping, suspenseful, a heartbreaking story 
 
advertise for (a flat, product) / put an advert in a newspaper / print / subscribe a paper 
article / advice column / heading / headline / issue (It's in today's issue of the paper.)  
report on an event / accident / a meeting / a press conference 
publish / publication / publisher / publishing company  
edit / editor / edition 
magazine / daily, weekly, monthly, regional, national, local paper / yellow press / tabloid  
comment / statement / misunderstanding /exaggeration / summary 
describe / give an overview about / solve a problem / get on sb. nerves / ask eyewitnesses 
 

Television - advantages and disadvantages 
 
Life without the media is unthinkable today. Therefore the media have a stronger influence 
on our lives than we want to admit. 
The media make our existence more interesting, more exciting, more informative and 
more varied. 
However, there is a large variety of media, people often prefer watching TV for information 
and entertainment. I suppose audiovisual impressions are more comfortably received. 
But like all things have two sides TV also has both advantages and disadvantages. 
Watching TV can be very useful. There are a lot of programmes with a high standard 
of education to enlarge viewers` knowledge, for example. With the help of TV one can be in 
any place in the world at any time. One can get information about everything 
concerning our lives. However, there are also disadvantages. In my opinion, TV is a 
danger to human relations. More and more one can see people (and especially children) 
sitting in front of the TV set in their spare time instead of spending time with their family or 
friends. Furthermore, too many violent programmes are broadcast at times when 
youngsters usually watch TV. Cartoons or science fiction films are sometimes full of 
violent scenes. Children are easily influenced and think there is no difference between 
TV and real life and that brutality is normal. 
In conclusion, I think the media influence our lives, but it depends on the individual 
whether this influence is positive or negative. 


